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Abstract

Background: Validation and standardization of methodologies for microbial community measurements by high-
throughput sequencing are needed to support human microbiome research and its industrialization. This study set
out to establish standards-based solutions to improve the accuracy and reproducibility of metagenomics-based
microbiome profiling of human fecal samples.

Results: In the first phase, we performed a head-to-head comparison of a wide range of protocols for DNA
extraction and sequencing library construction using defined mock communities, to identify performant protocols
and pinpoint sources of inaccuracy in quantification. In the second phase, we validated performant protocols with
respect to their variability of measurement results within a single laboratory (that is, intermediate precision) as well
as interlaboratory transferability and reproducibility through an industry-based collaborative study. We further
ascertained the performance of our recommended protocols in the context of a community-wide interlaboratory
study (that is, the MOSAIC Standards Challenge). Finally, we defined performance metrics to provide best practice
guidance for improving measurement consistency across methods and laboratories.
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Conclusions: The validated protocols and methodological guidance for DNA extraction and library construction
provided in this study expand current best practices for metagenomic analyses of human fecal microbiota. Uptake
of our protocols and guidelines will improve the accuracy and comparability of metagenomics-based studies of the
human microbiome, thereby facilitating development and commercialization of human microbiome-based
products.

Keywords: Human microbiome, Metagenomics, Gut microbiota, Standardization, Accuracy, reproducibility, and
comparability, Industrialization, DNA extraction, Library construction

Introduction
Our increased knowledge and mechanistic understand-
ing of the role of human microbiota in health and dis-
ease [1–3] has created numerous opportunities for
developing new strategies to improve human health
through beneficial modulation of its microbiome [4, 5].
Correspondingly, global interest in the industrialization
and commercialization of the therapeutic potential of
the human microbiome has surged in sectors related to
diagnostics, drug development, food, personnel care
products, etc. In response, the Japan Microbiome Con-
sortium (JMBC) was established by the industry in Japan
to identify and address precompetitive needs to support
and accelerate the development of commercially viable
products for the microbiome market.
Analysis of microbiomes by metagenomics plays an in-

dispensable role at many stages of pipelines for
microbiome-based product development, from identifi-
cation of microbial targets to clinical trials and product
manufacturing. Workflows for metagenomics are how-
ever complex and prone to bias and errors at all steps,
from sample collection and storage [6, 7] to DNA ex-
traction [8, 9], sequencing and bioinformatics analysis
[10, 11]. Methodological bias can lead to substantial dif-
ferences in observed microbiota profiles, resulting in
considerable variability in results across studies and la-
boratories using different protocols [12, 13]. To improve
consistency and enhance confidence in the accuracy of
measurement results, standardization of metagenomic
analysis methods has thus been recognized as a pressing
need by industrial and regulatory sectors [14].
Over the years, several efforts have been undertaken

toward the standardization of metagenomics, including
the development of microbial reference materials [15],
consideration of best practices [16, 17], and proposal of
“standard” methods for DNA extraction [9, 18]. To
reach consensus and promote uptake of measurement
standards by the industry, integrated studies that system-
atically compare the wide diversity of protocols available
and validate their transferability and reproducibility
across laboratories in the industry remain however ne-
cessary. Moreover, guidance for routine monitoring of
analytical performance and testing of new methods need

to be established, including target values for achievable
performance, to ensure reproducibility and comparabil-
ity of results across methods and laboratories/studies.
This study set out to establish standards-based solu-

tions to support implementation of metagenomics by
the microbiome industry. More specifically, in the first
phase of this study (Fig. S1), we used newly developed
mock communities for head-to-head comparison of a
wide range of protocols for DNA extraction and sequen-
cing library construction, to identify performant proto-
cols and pinpoint important sources of measurement
bias. In the second phase, we established standard oper-
ating procedures (SOPs) for selected protocols and eval-
uated their performance with respect to the variability of
measurement results within a single laboratory (that is,
intermediate precision) as well as interlaboratory trans-
ferability and reproducibility in a collaborative study in-
volving nine industry-based laboratories. We further
ascertained the performance of our recommended pro-
tocols in the context of an international collaborative
study (that is, the MOSAIC Standards Challenge) [19].
Finally, we used defined performance metrics to set best
practice target values for achievable analytical perform-
ance to guide validation of alternative protocols and rou-
tine quality management. Taken together, this study
generated approximately 1 Tbp of sequencing data
across more than 400 libraries, culminating in a set of
validated protocols and methodological guidance for
conducting metagenomic analysis of human fecal
samples.

Results
Study considerations
To compare and validate protocols, the accuracy of mea-
sured taxonomic profiles was considered a key perform-
ance indicator. Following ISO Standard 5725, accuracy of
analytical measurements and methods is defined as the
closeness of agreement of results to the accepted reference
value and consists of two components, namely trueness
and precision [20]. Trueness reflects the closeness of
agreement between the average of repeated measurements
and the accepted reference value. Precision reflects the
variability of repeated measurements and is typically
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evaluated at three levels, namely repeatability, intermedi-
ate precision, and interlaboratory reproducibility. As a
measure of agreement, differences between measured and
expected taxonomic compositions were quantified as the
geometric mean of taxon-wise absolute fold-differences
(denoted gmAFD), with trueness and accuracy being cal-
culated based on the mean of replicated measurements
and individual measurements, respectively. Precision of re-
peated measurements was expressed as the quadratic
mean of taxon-wise coefficients of variation (denoted
qmCV) of measured abundances, either calculated directly
or based on the compositional metric variance (see
Methods).
In this study, most experiments for benchmarking

protocol performance employed mock communities with
known compositions (“ground truth”) to allow evaluation
of trueness/accuracy. Precision can be evaluated with
complex biological samples without known composition.
A strength of using actual biological samples, such as
feces, is that they are fully commutable with samples of
interest and could also reveal variability that may not be
apparent with low-diversity mock communities [21]. As
such, our study used DNA and cell mock communities for
comparing methods, and mock communities plus human
fecal samples for assessing intermediate precision and
interlaboratory reproducibility (Fig. S1).
The mock communities developed in this study con-

sisted of bacterial strains that are representative of
human-associated microbiota of healthy Japanese indi-
viduals [22–25], mainly bacteria found in the gastro-
intestinal tract (Table S1). Strains covered a wide range
of genomic guanine-cytosine (GC) contents (31.5 to
62.3%) and included multiple strains with reported
Gram-positive-type cell walls (hereafter referred to as
Gram-positives), to adequately challenge the library con-
struction and DNA extraction protocols. The DNA
mock community consisted of an equimolar amount of
genomic DNA of 20 different strains, with values
(“ground truth”) for their relative abundances assigned
by fluorometric quantification of the concentrations of
individual DNA stocks. The cell mock community con-
tained the same bacteria, except for two strains (namely,
Megamonas funiformis JCM 14723T and Megasphaera
elsdenii JCM 1772T) that proved difficult to enumerate
by flow cytometry. Ground truth relative abundances for
the cell mock community were assigned based on meas-
urement of the total DNA content of individual cell
stocks by quantification of adenine content directly from
whole cells [26], as described in the Methods.

Comparison of protocols for sequencing library
construction
Using the DNA mock community, we compared the
performance of eleven commercial kits for sequencing

library construction (see Table S2 for a description of
kits and their one-letter identifiers used below). Six of
the kits employ physical DNA fragmentation by focused
ultrasonication, four kits use specific nucleases for DNA
digestion and one kit is based on a bead-based transpos-
ition reaction. Kits were evaluated in PCR-free format
(denoted as X0, where X represents the one-letter kit
identifier), if applicable, starting from 500 ng of input
DNA and using PCR for library amplification, starting
from 50 ng (low PCR cycles, XL) or 1 ng (high PCR cy-
cles, XH) of input DNA. A total of 28 different condi-
tions were evaluated and measurements performed in
triplicate to assess technical repeatability. We note that
for evaluation of protocols using ultrasonication, DNA
fragmentation was performed at a high DNA concentra-
tion and varying amounts of fragmented and purified
DNA then subjected to library construction. Following
library preparation and sequencing on a NextSeq 500 in-
strument, relative abundances were estimated by
pseudo-alignment of reads against the reference gen-
ome sequences using kallisto [27], based on its near-
perfect accuracy using simulated sequencing reads (see
Methods). For all protocols, repeatability was high, with
a variability across technical replicates of 0.9 ± 0.5%
(qmCV, mean and standard deviation across protocols).
Protocols using PCR and starting from low DNA input
amounts resulted in slightly poorer repeatability for
some kits (Fig. S2).
Consistent with their tight clustering along the first

principal component in the PCA plot shown in Fig. 1a,
variability of measured compositions, expressed as the
metric variance (see Methods), was smallest for the subset
of protocols evaluated in PCR-free format (Fig. 1b). Con-
sidering all protocols, library amplification by PCR led to
higher variability, especially for low DNA inputs and asso-
ciated higher number of PCR cycles for library amplifica-
tion. Further, pairs of strains with larger differences in
genomic GC content had higher logratio variances and
thus contributed more to the metric variance (Fig. 1c).
To summarize quantification bias due to genomic GC

content, log-transformed abundance ratios for all pos-
sible pairs of strains/genomes were regressed to the cor-
responding differences in genomic GC content (Fig. S3).
The slope of the intercept-free linear regression model
was then interpreted as an overall measure of GC bias,
with negative slopes indicating bias against strains/ge-
nomes with higher GC contents for the even mock com-
munity. This analysis revealed that protocol I resulted in
the largest overrepresentation of lower-GC genomes
(Fig. 1d), with a 1.14-fold abundance ratio for genomes
with a 10% difference in GC content, as estimated based
on the slope of the linear fit. In comparison, higher GC
genomes were overrepresented in libraries constructed
with the related protocols D, F, and G when using low
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input DNA amounts, with an abundance ratio of 1.25-
fold (averaged across protocols DH, FH, and GH) for
strains with a 10% difference in GC content. Under the
conditions tested, several of the latter protocols also re-
sulted in libraries with a higher proportion of PCR du-
plicates (Fig. 1e).

Next, we ranked protocols according to the closeness
of agreement between measured compositions, averaged
across technical replicates, to the “ground truth.” Com-
parable and high agreement with the ground truth was
observed for a range of protocols, including protocols
using physical or enzymatic DNA fragmentation, and

Fig. 1 Comparison of protocols for sequencing library construction. a Compositional PCA ordination plot of measured DNA mock community
compositions, based on clr (centered log ratio) transformed abundances. The red bold letter T depicts the expected composition (“ground truth”)
projected onto the PCA ordination and symbols show individual replicates. Values in the axis labels represent the percentage of variance
explained. Protocol identifiers were overlayed with jitter to prevent overlapping labels. b Dependence of the metric variance of measured
compositions on DNA input amount and corresponding PCR conditions for library amplification (X0, XL, and XH). c Relationship between
differences in genomic GC content of pairs of genomes/strains and their contribution to the metric variance shown in panel b. d Protocol-
dependent variation in quantification bias due to genomic GC content. The GC bias metric represents the slope of the intercept-free linear
regression line of log2-transformed abundance ratios for all possible pairs of strains to their differences in genomic GC content (see Fig. S3). e
Variation in proportion of PCR duplicates. Protocols are ordered along the y-axis as in panel d and both panels share a common y-axis. f, g
Closeness of agreement between the ground truth and measured compositions, expressed in terms of Aitchison distances (f) and absolute fold-
differences (g). Kits are ranked along the y-axis based on Aitchison distances, averaged across DNA input amounts for each of the kits. For panel
g, colored symbols show the geometric mean of strain-wise absolute fold-differences to the ground truth (that is, gmAFD) and black circles
represent fold-differences for individual strains. h Heatmap of pairwise Aitchison distances showing quantitative consistency of measured
compositions among protocols. i Variation in fragmentation bias, expressed as Aitchison distances between observed and expected base
frequencies averaged across the first fifteen cycles of the forward read (see Fig. S4). j Variation in N50 values of the DNA mock community
metagenome assemblies. For panels g–j, protocols are sorted as in panel f. For panels b, c, and f–h, values were computed based on the center
(compositional mean) of three technical replicates. For panels d, e, i, and j, results are shown as the mean (symbols) and standard deviation (error
bars), if visible, of three technical replicates. Across all panels, common symbol fill colors and shapes reflect kits and DNA input amounts,
respectively, as shown in the legend of panel a
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with or without library amplification by PCR (Fig. 1f).
The geometric mean of strain-wise absolute fold-
differences to the ground truth (that is, gmAFD) ranged
from 1.06× for protocol BL to 1.24× for protocol GH
(Fig. 1g). Further, protocols with high agreement to the
ground truth generally showed excellent pairwise
consistency, and several pairs of protocols showed high
quantitative agreement but deviated more from the
ground truth (Fig. 1h). Further, the low quantification
bias of protocols using enzymatic DNA fragmentation
also showed that increased non-random DNA fragmen-
tation during library construction (Fig. 1h and Fig. S4)
does not necessarily lead to poorer quantitative
performance.
Based on the assembly of two million random read

pairs, mimicking a moderately shallow sequencing depth,
no major differences among library construction proto-
cols were evident. Most assemblies had N50 values ex-
ceeding 8 kbp, except for protocols D0, GH, IH, and IL
(Fig. 1j). Assemblies with lower N50 were typically de-
rived from sequencing libraries with smaller fragment
sizes (Fig. S5). Finally, base call error rates were largely
comparable across protocols, although positional effects
were observed in some cases (Fig. S6).
Based on their quantitative performance, cost, and

hands-on time (see Table S2), we selected two kits as
the basis for our SOPs for sequencing library construc-
tion, namely kits B and K. Unless stated otherwise,
protocol BL (that is, kit B with 50 ng of input DNA) was
used for library construction in all subsequent
experiments.
By considering differences between the “ground truth”

assigned by fluorometric DNA quantification and com-
positions measured with sequencing libraries con-
structed by PCR-free methods using physical DNA
fragmentation, we finally determined an acceptable level
of error associated with sequencing library construction
(see Supplementary Methods). These values (namely
1.15 and 1.5 for the gmAFD and maximum AFD, re-
spectively; see Table S3), are intended to be used for
evaluating performance using our DNA mock commu-
nity and could be considered best practice target values
for achievable accuracy or trueness, with the recognition
that the values may not directly be applicable to different
mock communities.

Comparison of protocols for DNA extraction
We used the cell mock community to evaluate nine dif-
ferent protocols for DNA extraction (Table S4), namely
7 commercial kits, an in-house phenol/chloroform-based
protocol (protocol P), and the QIAamp DNA Stool Mini
Kit based protocol recommended by the International
Human Microbiome Standards (IHMS) consortium
(protocol Q) [18]. All protocols involved cell lysis by

bead-beating in individual tubes, except for protocol O,
which used a deep-well plate format. By varying bead-
beating regimes, a total of 21 conditions were evaluated.
Following our SOP, libraries were prepared with proto-
col BL and, as for the DNA mock community, quantifi-
cation of relative abundances was performed by kallisto.
Technical replicates (n = 2 or 3) showed good to excel-
lent repeatability, with a qmCV of 2.6 ± 1.8% across pro-
tocols (Fig. S7). For the cell mock community, all
protocols produced comparable yields of high-
molecular-weight DNA suitable for metagenome se-
quencing (Fig. S8).
Protocol O, which clearly separated along the first

principal component in Fig. 2a, yielded a considerably
lower proportion of total Gram-positives (Fig. S9), sug-
gesting less efficient DNA release by bead-beating in
multiwell plates as compared with in tubes. Further,
considering all conditions tested, pairs of strains with
different types of cell walls had, on average, a larger con-
tribution to the metric variance whereas pairs of strains
with Gram-negative-type cell walls (Gram-negatives) had
the smallest contribution (Fig. 2b). Still, substantial vari-
ability was observed for some Gram-negatives. For ex-
ample, protocol R, which separated along the second
principal component Fig. 2a, led to a noticeably higher
abundance of the high-GC bacterium Pseudomonas
putida NBRC 14164T (Fig. S9).
The total abundance of Gram-positives increased

monotonically with total bead-beating time (Fig. 2c).
Using at least two 1-min bead-beating cycles yielded
total abundances of Gram-positives that were compar-
able with the expected amount and consistent with the
results of protocol Q. Further, bead-beating time had no
strong effect on library fragment size (Fig. S10), showing
that the moderate increase in DNA shearing by extended
beat-beating (Fig. S8) was largely inconsequential for
short-read sequencing library construction and quantifi-
cation of strain abundances. For protocol N, we further
found increased abundance of most of the Gram-
positives in the mock community whereas the abun-
dance of Gram-negatives remained relatively constant
(Fig. 2d), as compared with Escherichia coli, a Gram-
negative bacterium that is typically considered easy-to-
lyze and recover DNA from. A similar analysis for proto-
cols L and S yielded more complex patterns, with vari-
able responses among Gram-positives and Gram-
negatives (Fig. S11).
As for the comparison of sequencing library construc-

tion protocols, we next evaluated protocol performance
based on the closeness of measured compositions to the
“ground truth,” as assigned based on total DNA content
quantification. As shown in Fig. 2e, protocols that
employed a single 40-s bead-beating cycle generally dis-
played the poorest agreement with the ground truth,
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with exception of our in-house protocol P. The latter
achieved effective recovery of DNA from Gram-positives
and high overall agreement to the ground truth with a
bead-beating time of 40 s, presumably due to the pres-
ence of phenol/chloroform in the lysis buffer. Further,

ranking of protocols based on their agreement with
protocol Q was broadly consistent with ranking based
on agreement to the ground truth (Spearman’s r of 0.93,
Fig. S12). For protocols L, N, and S, longer total bead-
beating times consistently improved agreement with the

Fig. 2 Comparison of protocols for DNA extraction. a Compositional PCA ordination plot of measured cell mock community compositions,
based on clr (centered log ratio) transformed abundances. The red bold letter T shows the expected composition (“ground truth”) projected onto
the PCA ordination and symbols represent individual replicates. Values in the axis labels represent the percentage of variance explained. For
protocols N, L, and S, arrows show approximate trajectories of measurements for DNA extractions performed with increasing total bead-beating
time. b Relationship between the Gram-type cell walls of pairs of strains and their contribution to the metric variance across protocols. c
Cumulative relative abundance of Gram-positives (denoted as G+) as a function of bead-beating regime. The dashed horizontal line represents
the expected proportion. d Measured abundances of different strains, relative to E. coli strain NBRC 3301, as a function of bead-beating regime for
protocol N. Colors represent different Gram-positives and results for all Gram-negatives are shown as dotted gray lines. e Ranking of protocols
based on the closeness of agreement between the ground truth and measured compositions, expressed in terms of Aitchison distances. f Effect
of total bead-beating time on agreement between measured compositions and the ground truth, expressed in terms of Aitchison distances (left
panel) and gmAFDs (right panel). Horizontal dashed lines represent corresponding values for protocol Q. g Scatter plots showing quantitative
agreement between community profiles measured with protocol Q (x-axis) and protocols L, N, and S (y-axis) for the cell mock community (upper
plots) and fecal sample S01 (lower plots). For the fecal sample, relative abundances were calculated as the percentage of reads assigned to a
given species by kraken2. Gray areas represent up to 1.5- or 2-fold differences for the upper and lower plots, respectively. Data represent the
mean and standard deviation of two or three technical replicates and corresponding gmAFDs calculated based on the means are indicated in
the facet labels. For panels c and d, results are shown as the mean (symbols or lines) and the standard deviation (error bars or ribbons, if visible)
of two or three technical replicates. For panels e and f, values were computed based on the center (compositional mean) of two or three
technical replicates. Across all panels, common symbol and line colors reflect DNA extraction protocols/kits, as shown in the legend of panel a
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ground truth, reaching levels comparable with or slightly
superior to that of protocol Q (Fig. 2f). For these proto-
cols, measured abundances in the cell mock community
differed approximately 1.2-fold (gmAFD) from abun-
dances measured with protocol Q (Fig. 2g).
Based on its DNA yield, efficient recovery of DNA

from Gram-positives and overall small bias, as well as its
rapid turnaround time and low cost (see Table S4), we
selected protocol N as the basis for our SOP for DNA
extraction. Cross-validation of protocol N, with a bead-
beating regime of 3 × 60 s, against protocol Q further
showed good agreement of observed microbiota profiles
for fecal sample S01 (Fig. 2g), with a gmAFD of species-
wise abundances of approximately 1.4-fold when consid-
ering species with a mean abundance of at least 0.05%
for either protocol Q or N.
Finally, as for the DNA mock community, we set an

acceptable level of errors that may be considered best
practice target values for performance as assessed using
our cell mock community. By considering differences
between the “ground truth” and values measured for
DNA extracted with protocols P and Q, the gmAFD was
set to 1.55 and the maximum AFD to 3.1 (Table S3). We
recognize that these thresholds are dominated by meth-
odological bias of HPLC- and metagenomics-based
quantification and are thus expected to become nar-
rower as techniques for preparing microbial cell-based
reference materials improve.

Intermediate precision and interlaboratory reproducibility
We next validated performant protocols identified in the
first phase of this study by evaluating their intermediate
precision (that is, within-laboratory variability of meas-
urement results) and interlaboratory transferability and
reproducibility. For sequencing library construction, kits
B and K, both with varying DNA input amounts, and
protocol BL (that is, kit B with 50 ng of input DNA)
were evaluated with respect to intermediate precision
and interlaboratory reproducibility, respectively. For
DNA extraction, protocol N with a bead-beating regime
of 3 × 60 s was evaluated for both intermediate precision
and interlaboratory reproducibility.
For intermediate precision, we considered two vari-

ables that are commonly changed within a single labora-
tory, namely operator and reagent lot. Based on the
relatively small number of operators and reagent lots
evaluated (see Fig. S13), we combined both variables into
a single factor and thus assessed the combined (oper-
ator+lot)-different intermediate precision.
For the interlaboratory study, frozen samples (that is,

the two mock communities and five fecal samples) were
shipped to external laboratories from a range of indus-
tries in Japan (Fig. S13). The participants received no
dedicated training with the specific protocols and

processed each of the samples in duplicate following the
SOPs provided by the central laboratory that established
the SOP and coordinated the interlaboratory study.
Assessment of the reproducibility of the SOP for se-

quencing library construction using the DNA mock
community involved four laboratories (that is, three ex-
ternal industry-based laboratories and the central labora-
tory). Each participant constructed sequencing libraries
and shipped frozen aliquots back to the central labora-
tory for sequencing (Fig. S13 and Table S5). In addition,
each laboratory performed sequencing locally and shared
raw sequencing reads with the central laboratory for
processing and analysis. Data generated by central se-
quencing allowed us to estimate variation in measure-
ment results due to library construction, without
confounding variability that may be introduced by se-
quencing. Further, centrally generated sequencing data
were compared with data produced locally by the par-
ticipating laboratories to assess differences in strain
abundances due to varying sequencing runs/instruments.
Assessment of the reproducibility of the SOP for DNA

extraction involved ten laboratories (that is, the nine ex-
ternal industry-based laboratories and the central labora-
tory). Each laboratory extracted DNA from the cell
mock community and a single fecal sample (that is, feces
S01) and shipped frozen aliquots of extracted DNA back
to the central laboratory for library construction, using
protocol BL, and sequencing. This experiment allowed
us to estimate variability associated with DNA extrac-
tion, without confounding interlaboratory variation due
to library construction and sequencing. Further, three of
the participating laboratories also provided DNA ex-
tracted using custom methods, which allowed us to
compare realistic differences due to varying methods
across laboratories to the interlaboratory variability ob-
served for the SOP. All custom protocols involved cell
lysis by bead-beating but employed varying lysis buffers/
equipment and procedures for DNA purification. Finally,
each of the four laboratories involved in the assessment
of the reproducibility of library construction (see above)
also processed and sequenced five fecal samples (that is,
sample S01 and four additional samples, denoted S02,
S03, S06, and S13) and provided raw sequencing reads
to the central laboratory for processing and analysis. All
sequencing at the central laboratory and participants’ fa-
cilities was performed with a NextSeq 500/550 instru-
ment, except for a single industry-based laboratory that
used the NovaSeq platform.
For the DNA and cell mock communities, all measure-

ments performed following our SOPs had an agreement
to the “ground truth” that was better than the best prac-
tice target values set in the first phase of this study (Fig.
S14). Next, we focused on data generated by central li-
brary construction, if applicable, and sequencing, and
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summarized variability of measurement results as distri-
butions of pairwise Aitchison distances. As shown in
Fig. 3a for library construction and Fig. 3b for DNA ex-
traction, distances between measurements performed by
changed operators and/or using different reagents lots
and by different laboratories were only slightly higher
than distances between technical replicates, and well
below overall differences observed for the range of pro-
tocols evaluated in the first phase of this study. For
DNA extraction, two out of three custom protocols eval-
uated by participating laboratories resulted in more

dissimilar compositions, as can be seen based on their
higher distances to results generated with protocol N
(Fig. 3b). As such, these two measurement results also
failed to meet our target values for achievable accuracy
for the cell mock community (Fig. S14).
We next performed decomposition of variance compo-

nents by analysis of variance (ANOVA) based on Aitchi-
son distances and summarized variability in terms of
qmCV values estimated from resulting metric variance
components (see Supplementary Methods). With respect
to sequencing library construction, both intermediate

Fig. 3 Evaluation of intermediate precision and interlaboratory reproducibility of SOPs for sequencing library construction and DNA extraction. a,
b Distribution of pairwise Aitchison distances of replicated measurements associated with different operator+lot combinations and laboratories,
for library construction (a) and DNA extraction (b), as evaluated using the DNA and cell mock community, respectively. Violin plots depict the
distribution of all pairwise distances and symbols shown individual datapoints. If applicable, protocol identifiers are indicated. The subpanel in b
shows distances between three custom DNA extraction protocols (shown as different shapes) and protocol N. c Bar charts of estimated qmCVs
attributed to different components of variance. Error bars for the intermediate precision and interlaboratory reproducibility estimates represent
one-sided 95% confidence intervals. d Similar to panel b, for fecal samples. The first two subpanels show results for fecal sample S01. The third
subpanel shows distances between different samples (that is, feces from different donors, denoted as S01 to S13) based on measurements
performed by the central laboratory, with DNA extraction and library construction performed using protocols N and BL, respectively. The fourth
subpanel shows distances between replicated measurements performed by four laboratories for samples S01 to S13, with all steps (that is, DNA
extraction, library construction and sequencing) performed by the participating laboratories. Data from laboratories for which at least one of the
duplicate measurements was considered an outlier are shown as red symbols in the first and fourth subpanels (see Fig. S17). e Relationship
between species-wise coefficients of variation (CVs) of measured relative abundances and mean relative abundances across replicated
measurements to calculate the LOQ (fitted CV of 40%) under different levels of replication as indicated by the colors. Note that CV values
exceeding 100% were set to 100% for visualization purposes only. The gray line represents the fit of a species’ probability of detection (POD) to
its mean abundance to estimate the LOD (see Fig. S18). f Bar charts of estimated qmCVs attributed to different components of variance for fecal
sample S01. Error bars for the precision and reproducibility estimates are one-sided 95% confidence intervals. For panels c and f, fill colors show
the metric variance component based on which the corresponding qmCV values were calculated (see Supplementary Methods)
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precision and interlaboratory reproducibility were high,
with a qmCV of approximately 2% for protocol BL when
sequencing was performed at the central laboratory in a
single sequencing run (Fig. 3c). All other evaluated pro-
tocols (BH, B0, KH, and KL) similarly had an intermedi-
ate precision of 3% or better, consistent with their
comparable distribution of pairwise Aitchison distances
shown in Fig. 3a. In comparison, interlaboratory repro-
ducibility of DNA extraction was roughly twofold lower,
with a qmCV of approximately 5% (Fig. 3c).
Comparison of centrally and locally (that is, by the ex-

ternal laboratories) generated sequencing data further
revealed run and/or instrument-specific bias in strain-
wise abundances, strongly associated with GC content
(Fig. S15). Similarly, repeated sequencing of a single
DNA mock community library, prepared using protocol
C0 at the beginning of this study (that is, prior to the es-
tablishment of our SOP based on kit B), across four
NextSeq 500 sequencing runs at the central laboratory
showed a variability of 2.6% (qmCV), with the highest
strain-wise variation attributed to strains/genomes with
high and low GC contents (Fig. S15).
Intermediate precision and interlaboratory reproduci-

bility of DNA extraction were further evaluated using
fecal sample S01, with measured microbiota profiles
expressed as the proportion of reads assigned to differ-
ent species by kraken2. As shown in Fig. 3d, pairwise
Aitchison distances between measurements performed
by a different operator and/or reagent lots were largely
comparable with distances between technical replicates
(see Fig. S16 for Bray-Curtis dissimilarities). Variability
due to changed laboratories was slightly higher but
remained well below the biological variation between
fecal samples from different individuals (Fig. 3d). As for
the cell mock community, extraction of DNA using cus-
tom methods by the external laboratories led to larger
differences for two of the protocols, as can be seen by
their increased distances to compositions generated with
protocol N (Fig. 3d). Of note here is that the custom
DNA extraction protocol that was most comparable with
protocol N for the cell mock community also provided
the most consistent results for the fecal sample.
As shown in Fig. S17, data from one laboratory was

considered an outlier in the above dataset (excluding
custom DNA extraction protocols) to evaluate interla-
boratory reproducibility of DNA extraction, using sam-
ple S01 and with central sequencing. In addition, data
from another laboratory was scored as an outlier for
fecal sample S03, for which all processing steps and se-
quencing were performed by the participating
laboratory.
After exclusion of outliers, we next determined the

limit-of-quantification (LOQ) by evaluating species-wise
coefficients of variation of measured abundances as a

function of their mean abundance, averaged across re-
peated measurements performed under different levels
of replication (Fig. 3e; see Methods). The LOQ provides
a valuable metric for evaluating protocol performance,
with the recognition that LOQs are dependent on se-
quencing depth and bioinformatics tool used for taxo-
nomic profiling. In addition, for species with an
abundance below the LOQ, inferences about their (dif-
ferential) abundance will not be reliable [28]. In a similar
fashion, we defined the limit-of-detection (LOD) based
on the probability of detection of a species in relation to
its mean abundance (Fig. 3f and Fig. S18; see Methods).
As for the LOQ, the LOD provides an informative
metric for evaluating measurement and method per-
formance and will also ensure meaningful interpretation
of the presence or absence of species in fecal samples
analyzed by different laboratories and/or operators.
Next, we considered species with a mean abundance

exceeding the above-defined LOQs to quantify inter-
mediate precision and interlaboratory reproducibility by
distance-based ANOVA, as for the mock communities.
As shown in Fig. 3f, interlaboratory reproducibility of
DNA extraction was estimated to be 23% (qmCV as esti-
mated based on the metric variance), compared with an
intermediate precision of approximately 15%. We note
however that these values may be moderately inflated
due to within-sample heterogeneity that is challenging
to fully eliminate for fecal samples.
Finally, similar reproducibility was found for five fecal

samples, including sample S01, processed and sequenced
across four different laboratories (Fig. S19), consistent
with their comparable pairwise Aitchison distances
shown in Fig. 3d. Comparison of reproducibility esti-
mated from taxonomic profiles generated with kraken2
to that estimated based on taxonomic profiles produced
by mOTUs2 further highlighted the impact of bioinfor-
matics tools on perceived reproducibility (Fig. S19).
While in-depth investigation of this observation was out-
side the scope of this study, this finding points to the
need to benchmark the wide range of taxonomic profil-
ing tools available with respect to their consistency with
data generated by different laboratories.
Taken together, these data showed our SOPs for DNA

extraction and sequencing library construction achieved
high reproducibility both within a single laboratory and
across laboratories. Based on our validation results, we
further set a series of target values for repeatability,
intermediate precision, and interlaboratory reproducibil-
ity (Table S6).
Differences in perceived reproducibility as assessed

using the cell mock community and fecal sample(s) also
underscored the importance of evaluating protocols with
different types of samples to ensure generalizability of
the results, as has been pointed out previously [12].
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Here, we also recognize that our estimated reproducibil-
ity of DNA extraction across ten laboratories was based
on a single fecal sample, in addition to the cell mock
community. Although we found broadly consistent re-
producibility of the complete workflow across five fecal
samples (Fig. S19), it will thus be beneficial to evaluate
additional samples from different donors to prevent po-
tential bias due to sample-specific effects.

Assessment of protocols using the MOSAIC Standards
Challenge samples
To further evaluate our recommended protocols, we an-
alyzed samples from the MOSAIC Standards Challenge
and compared our results with publicly available data (n
= 14 datasets; see Table S7). For DNA extraction, we
used protocol N (bead-beating regime of 3 × 60 s) as
well as protocols P and Q for cross-validation; sequen-
cing libraries were generated with protocol BL. For fair
comparison, public sequencing data were downloaded
and processed using our default bioinformatics pipeline,
including quality control, removal of human genomic
reads, and taxonomic profiling using kraken2 or
mOTUs2. If applicable, data were randomly down-
sampled to 5 million reads pairs prior to taxonomic
profiling.
In contrast to the observation that variability due to li-

brary construction protocols was generally relatively
small, although several outliers were apparent (Fig. S20),
taxonomic profiles for the fecal samples varied more
substantially, even at the phylum level. For example, the
abundance of the phylum Firmicutes, which generally
consists of Gram-positives, was comparatively high for
all protocols evaluated in this study (namely protocols
N, P, and Q) whereas the abundance of the phylum Bac-
teroidota was relatively low, as determined by taxonomic
profiling using kraken2 (Fig. 4a) and mOTUs2 (Fig.
S21). These data showed that protocols N, P, and Q
were effective in recovering DNA from difficult-to-lyze
bacteria in fecal samples, in line with their excellent per-
formance for the cell mock community. We also found
that protocols P, N, and Q also yielded a high proportion
of reads assigned to the species Methanobrevibacter
smithii (Fig. 4b). This methanogenic archaeon is typically
considered hard-to-lyze and differential abundance of
this species has previously been reported in the gut
microbiota of healthy Japanese individuals [22]. Consist-
ent with the excellent recovery of DNA from Gram-
positives, protocols P, N, and Q also resulted in commu-
nities with higher alpha diversity, in terms of the number
of species (Fig. S22) and Shannon diversity (Fig. 4c). Fur-
ther, alpha diversity was positively correlated with Firmi-
cutes-to-Bacteroidota and Actinobacteriota-to-
Bacteroidota abundance ratios (Fig. S23). It is here of
note that all publicly available data were generated with

DNA extraction protocols that employed mechanical
disruption for cell lysis. Although the small number of
available datasets precluded in-depth investigation of
possible reasons for the observed differences between
our protocols and public datasets, these findings under-
score the importance of detailed SOPs, in addition to
best practice guidelines, to achieve comparability across
studies.
We further compared protocol N with protocol Q to

cross-validate our recommended protocol to an alterna-
tive “standard” method. Protocol N generally showed the
smallest differences in species-level taxonomic profiles
to protocol Q as compared with other protocols (Fig. 4d),
with the recognition that both datasets were generated
in-house using a single protocol for library construction.
In terms of the qmAFD metric, differences between pro-
tocols N and Q, calculated as the mean of all possible
pairwise comparisons, ranged from 1.3-fold (for feces 5)
to 1.7-fold (for feces 3), considering species with an
abundance of at least 0.05% for either protocol N or Q
in each pairwise comparison. Finally, inspection of
species-wise variability in relative abundances showed
that several Gram-positive species/genera tended to dis-
play the highest variation across measurements per-
formed using varying protocols (Fig. S24).

Discussion
Through evaluation of a wide range of protocols and as-
sessment of intra- and interlaboratory reproducibility,
we established validated protocols for DNA extraction
from human fecal samples and sequencing library con-
struction, identified important sources of bias, and pro-
vide guidance for achievable performance and routine
quality management (Fig. S25).
By considering analytical performance as well as cost

and hands-on time, we retained two recommended pro-
tocols as the basis for our SOPs for sequencing library
construction. More specifically, we recommend proto-
col B (QIAseq FX DNA Library Kit) for taxonomic pro-
filing based on its high accuracy of quantification of the
DNA mock community, low GC bias, and excellent
transferability across laboratories owing to the use of
enzymatic DNA fragmentation. In addition, protocol B
can be run with and without PCR across a wide range
of DNA input amounts and, while not evaluated here,
is also amenable to automation using robotic liquid
handlers. Protocol K (SMARTer ThruPLEX DNA-seq
Kit), which uses focused ultrasonication for DNA frag-
mentation, is our recommended protocol for applica-
tions where more precise control over library fragment
size is beneficial, as is the case for metagenome assem-
bly. Although bias in (meta)genomics analyses due to li-
brary preparation methods has been relatively well
documented (e.g., [29, 30] and references below),
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recommendations of specific protocols and
standardization of the library construction step in the
(human) microbiome field has generally been limited.
As such, our study and suggested protocols are ex-
pected to improve the reproducibility of microbiome
measurements by expanding current standards and best
practices that mainly focused on DNA extraction.
Based on its DNA yield, overall accuracy as evaluated

using the cell mock community, and efficient recovery of
DNA from Gram-positives, protocol N (ISOSPIN Fecal

DNA kit, with a bead-beating time of 3 × 60 s) is recom-
mended for DNA extraction from human fecal samples.
Protocol N achieves an accuracy comparable with that
of IMHS’ protocol Q for the cell mock community and
comparable taxonomic profiles for fecal samples, with
differences well below biological variation between indi-
viduals. Further, protocol N proved highly transferable
across laboratories and required, in our hands, less time
than protocol Q. In addition, manufacturing of the
QIAamp DNA Stool Mini Kit, which is part of protocol

Fig. 4 Assessment of the SOPs with the MOSAIC Standards Challenge samples. a Abundance of five major phyla across the five fecal samples
(designated as 1 to 5 following the MOSAIC Standards Challenge naming), expressed as the proportion of reads assigned to each phylum. Violin
plots show the distribution of publicly available data in the MOSAIC Standards Challenge database, and gray symbols show data for protocols N
(squares), P (circles) and Q (diamonds), with individual measurements results shown for each protocol. b Proportion of reads assigned to the
species M. smithii for fecal sample 2. Datasets are ranked by decreasing abundance, white circles are for public data, and gray symbols show
individual results for protocols N, P and Q as in panel a. c Shannon diversity across fecal samples. d Distribution of Aitchison distances to protocol
Q. The short black horizontal lines show the distance between two technical replicates for protocol Q. For panels c and d, gray symbols show
individual results for protocols N, P and Q as in panel a, and boxplots show the distribution of public data in the MOSAIC Standards Challenge
database. For the boxplots, the tick horizontal line represents the median, hinges show the 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers extend to the
largest and smallest value at most 1.5× the IQR (interquartile range) from the upper and lower hinges, respectively, and outlying datapoints
beyond the end of the whiskers are shown as black circles. For all panels, larger symbols represent data deposited to the MOSAIC Standards
Challenge website and smaller symbols are for additional replicates available in the SRA (see Table S8). Symbol shapes are common for all panels
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Q, has been discontinued. We thus suggest that protocol
N may serve as an alternative standard method for DNA
extraction of human fecal samples.
Variations across protocols for library construction

were relatively small, and a considerable range of proto-
cols yielded an acceptable level of error (that is, differ-
ences to the “ground truth” for the DNA mock
community). Poorer accuracy, as assessed using the
DNA mock community, was generally associated with li-
brary amplification by PCR and strongly correlated with
the genomic GC content of the strains. This is consistent
with previous studies showing that PCR and GC content
represent important causes of bias in (meta)genome se-
quencing workflows [31–33]. Use of PCR-free protocols
or minimizing the number of PCR cycles should thus be
considered best practices for library construction. The
strong relationship between genomic GC content and
bias also reinforced the importance of using microbial
mock communities with a wide range of genomic GC
contents, in addition to varying taxonomic affiliation, to
sufficiently challenge protocol performance.
In comparison, protocols for DNA extraction dis-

played larger variability, even considering only methods
using bead-beating as the main mechanism for cell lysis.
Extended bead-beating was necessary for efficient recov-
ery of DNA from Gram-positives and protocols that
employed less vigorous bead-beating regimes failed to
meet our recommended target values for achievable ac-
curacy. This emphasizes previous recommendations to
use mechanical lysis by bead-beating for effective recov-
ery of DNA from Gram-positive microbes [8, 18, 34]. It
also underscores the importance of evaluating DNA ex-
traction protocols using mock communities that contain
a wide range of microbes identified as sensitive to vary-
ing protocols (Fig. S24), such as for example the meth-
anogen archaeon M. smithii.
In addition to pre-analytic procedures, we found that

the sequencing step itself can lead to considerable vari-
ation in taxon abundances across laboratories and/or in-
strument types and that this bias was associated with
genomic GC content. Current tools for metagenomic
profiling typically do not account for GC content associ-
ated bias, thus warranting caution during data analysis
and interpretation of estimated abundances [33]. Im-
portantly, these findings also underscore the need for
suitable controls at all steps of metagenomics workflows,
including the sequencing step, to ensure that potential
run- or instrument-dependent bias can be diagnosed
and potentially corrected for.
We assigned values for relative abundances (“ground

truth”) of the cell mock community by measuring the
total DNA content of individual strains using non-
enzymatic acid-catalyzed release of adenine directly from
whole cells, a method that was previously developed for

quantification of the efficiency of cell lysis and DNA re-
lease from bacterial cells [26]. Compared with cell abun-
dances estimated by flow cytometry, abundances
estimated based on total DNA content showed better
concordance with metagenomics measurement results.
This suggests that this technique may provide a valuable
route for future development of more reliable cell-based
microbiome reference materials, although more in-depth
validation studies are warranted.
Finally, this study also proposes several metrics and

recommended target values for evaluating the perform-
ance of methods and measurement results (Fig. S25).
More specifically, we suggest thresholds for accuracy/
trueness and precision that can be evaluated when devel-
oping and implementing new SOPs and routine quality
management. Although more data and interlaboratory
studies are needed, our study may thus serve as a start-
ing point for future establishment of performance met-
rics and thresholds or acceptance criteria for
microbiome community measurements. Widely accepted
use of well-defined metrics will allow systematic com-
parison of method performance across studies, which is
currently not feasible due to the widely varying metrics
used to quantify performance [15].

Conclusions
To conclude, we anticipate that the here recommended
and validated protocols, as well as the proposed per-
formance metrics, will contribute to and stimulate on-
going efforts to standardize and harmonize
metagenomic analysis methods for the human micro-
biome. Looking ahead, this study can also promote more
concerted efforts on a global scale that will be needed to
reach consensus and establish widely used and accepted
standards [15]. Adoption of such standards will advance
microbiome research by ensuring reliability of the meas-
urement results and thus facilitate commercialization of
the therapeutic potential of the human microbiome in a
range of industrial sectors.

Methods
Human stool samples
Human stool samples were collected from five healthy
Japanese individuals; informed consent was obtained
from all donors. Handling and processing of human-
derived fecal samples was approved by the National In-
stitute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
(AIST, Japan), under number 71120030-A-20190201-
001. Collected stool samples (denoted as S01, S02, S03,
S06, and S13) were homogenized, distributed in single-
use aliquots, and immediately stored at − 80 °C until
use.
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MOSAIC Standards Challenge samples and public
sequencing data
Samples from the MOSAIC Standards Challenge were ob-
tained from The BioCollective (Denver, CO) and immedi-
ately stored at −80 °C until use. All samples were used as
provided for DNA extraction, without any pretreatment,
except for thawing of the sample, starting from approxi-
mately 20 mg (200 μl of sample) of biomass.
Publicly available sequencing data (January 2020 release)

were downloaded from the MOSAIC Standards Challenge
data repository (https://platform.mosaicbiome.com/
workspaces/695/files, accessed on July 16, 2020; Table S7).
Description of the protocols was extracted from the pro-
vided metadata (file “Standards_metadata_Jan_2020.tsv”).

Preparation of the cell mock community
Bacterial cultures were obtained from the National In-
stitute of Technology and Evaluation Biological Re-
source Center (NBRC) or Japan Collection of
Microorganisms (JCM). Liquid cultures were prepared
using the media and cultivation conditions shown in
Table S1. Cells were collected during the late-log to
stationary growth phase by centrifugation (15 min at 4,
000×g), washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS,
pH 7.4) and stored at −80 °C in PBS containing 15%
glycerol as cryoprotectant.
Cell counts were determined by flow cytometry follow-

ing staining of cells with SYTO 9 green fluorescent nucleic
acid stain, using a CytoFLEX (Beckman Coulter) flow cyt-
ometer equipped with a 488-nm laser. Absolute cell con-
centrations were determined by adding 6-μm polystyrene
microsphere counting beads (component of ThermoFisher
Scientific’s Bacteria Counting Kit), using the CytExpert
software (Beckman Coulter). All analyses were performed
in triplicate and a minimum of 6000 bead signals were ac-
quired for each measurement. A near-even cell mock
community was then formulated by combining equal cell
numbers of each of the strains. Single-use aliquots at a
concentration of approximately 4 × 1010 cells/ml were
prepared and stored at −80 °C until use.
Homogeneity of the material was evaluated by se-

quencing of DNA extracted from three aliquots, each
in duplicate, using protocols N (bead-beating time of
3 × 60 s) and BL for DNA extraction and library con-
struction, respectively. Distance-based analysis of vari-
ance (see details below) showed only minor variability
among aliquots, with a qmCV of 1.1%, comparable
with the technical variability of 1.2% (qmCV as esti-
mated based on the residual variance).

Determination of total DNA content for strains in the cell
mock community
To assign reference values (“ground truth”) to the rela-
tive abundances of each strain in the cell mock

community, we determined the DNA content, as mass
per unit volume, of cell stocks of individual strains. Spe-
cifically, the adenine content of individual stocks was
measured following the method of de Bruin and Birn-
boim [26], with minor modifications. Based on the
known base composition and size of the genomes, this
allowed us to calculate the total DNA content for each
strain and subsequently their relative abundances in the
cell mock community based on the mixing ratios calcu-
lated from the flow cytometric quantification of cell
counts (see above).
Cell pellets were resuspended in distilled water and

treated with HCl (200 mM final concentration in a total
volume of 400 μl) for 60 min at 60 °C, with vigorous agi-
tation in a temperature-controlled mixer (Eppendorf
Thermo Mixer; 1,400 rpm). Subsequently, 133 μl of 1 N
NaOH was added, and the solution incubated at 100 °C
for 10 min, followed by centrifugation at 20,000×g for 5
min to remove cell debris. Recovered supernatants (400
μl) were then neutralized by addition of 40 μl of 1 N
HCl and 160 μl of 400 mM ADA buffer (pH 6.6). After
additional centrifugation at 20,000×g for 1 min, 40 μl of
supernatant was subjected to high-performance liquid
chromatography on an Alliance 2695 Separations Mod-
ule with Photodiode Array Detector (Waters). Separation
was performed using an Inertsil ODS-3 column (5 μm,
4.6 × 250 mm, GL Sciences) by isocratic elution at 25 °C
with a mobile phase containing 2% of methanol, 30 mM
of ammonium acetate, 1 mM of CDTA, and 10 mM of
NaH2PO4 (pH 6.3). Using a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min, the
retention time of adenine, measured at a wavelength of
260 nm, was around 50 min. Preparation of adenine
standards for calibration and calculation of total DNA
concentrations based on the known base composition of
the genomic DNA of the strains were performed follow-
ing de Bruin and Birnboim [26]. Finally, DNA concen-
trations were converted to genome copy numbers based
on the known molecular weight of the genomes, calcu-
lated using the genome size and a molecular weight of
660 g per mole per base pair.

Preparation of the DNA mock community
Extraction and quantification of genomic DNA was per-
formed for each strain as follows. Cell pellets were sus-
pended in 500 μl of buffer B1 (Qiagen) containing 10
mg/ml of RNase A (ThermoFisher Scientific), followed
by lysis of the cells by bead-beating with a mixture of 5
mm, 0.2 mm and 0.1 mm Zirconia beads (Nikkato) for 2
× 10 s (speed of 4 m/s) using the FastPrep-24 instru-
ment (MP Biomedicals). Additional enzymatic lysis was
performed by addition of 50 μl of 100 mg/ml lysozyme
(Sigma) and incubation at 37 °C for 1 h. Subsequently,
21 μl of proteinase K (Takara Bio) and 175 μl of buffer
B2 (Qiagen) were added and the solution incubated at
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55 °C for 1 h. The EZ1 DNA tissue kit (Qiagen) was
then used for DNA purification. Total DNA concentra-
tions were measured with the Quant-iT PicoGreen
dsDNA Assay Kit (Invitrogen) and converted to genome
copy numbers based on the known molecular weight of
the genomes. Equimolar amounts of genomic DNA were
then combined to obtain an even DNA mock commu-
nity, containing a near-equal genome copy number of
each strain. Aliquots at a concentration of 50 ng/μl were
prepared and stored at −20 °C until use.
Homogeneity of the aliquots was evaluated by meta-

genome sequencing using protocol C0 for library con-
struction, based on duplicate measurements of three
aliquots. Analysis of variance showed that variability due
to aliquots was smaller than technical variability, which
had a coefficient of variation of 1% (qmCV as estimated
based on the residual variance).

Genome sequencing and assembly
Reference genome sequences for all strains in the mock
communities were obtained from NCBI’s Genbank data-
base or generated as part of this study for ten strains (see
Table S1), as detailed in the Supplementary Methods.

Protocols for sequencing library construction
To prepare DNA for evaluation of kits/protocols using
physical fragmentation, 1 μg (per reaction) of DNA was
fragmented by focused ultrasonication using the Covaris
M220 instrument, with a target fragment size of 350 bp.
Fragmented DNA was purified using the Agencourt
AMPure XP PCR Purification system with a bead-to-
sample ratio of 1.8:1 and eluted in low-EDTA Tris-HCl
buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0).
Purified DNA was subjected to PCR-free library con-

struction starting from 500 ng of DNA for the following
kits: Accel NGS 2S Plus DNA Library Kit (Swift Biosci-
ences), TruSeq DNA PCR-Free Library Prep Kit (Illu-
mina), KAPA HTP Library Preparation Kit (Roche), and
KAPA HyperPrep Kit PCR-free (Roche). For lower DNA
input amounts (50 ng and 1 ng of fragmented DNA), the
following kits were evaluated using PCR for library amp-
lification: Accel NGS 2S Plus DNA Library Kit, TruSeq
Nano DNA Library Prep Kit, KAPA HTP Library Prep-
aration Kit, KAPA HyperPrep Kit, NEBNext Ultra II
DNA Library Prep Kit (New England Biolabs) and
SMARTer ThruPLEX DNA-Seq Kit (Takara Bio).
Library construction with protocols using enzymatic

DNA fragmentation was evaluated using the following
all-in-one kits: QIAseq FX DNA Library Kit, NEBNext
Ultra II FS DNA Library Prep Kit, and Nextera DNA
Flex Library Prep Kit (Illumina). In addition, enzymati-
cally fragmented DNA was generated using the KAPA
Frag Kit for Enzymatic Fragmentation (Roche), followed
by sequencing libraries constructions using the KAPA

HyperPrep Kit and KAPA HTP Library Preparation Kit.
Manufacturer recommended procedures were followed
for all kits; the number of PCR cycles for each kit and
DNA input amounts are provided in Table S2. If op-
tional, size selection was performed using two sequential
selections, with 0.6× and 0.8× bead volumes, using
beads included in the kits or the AMPure XP PCR
Purification system, as recommended in the manufac-
turer’s protocols.

Protocols for DNA extraction
Extraction of genomic DNA was performed from 150 μl
of cell mock community, approximately 200 mg (wet
weight) of fecal material from donors in this study, or
approximately 20 mg (200 μl) for samples from the MO-
SAIC Standards Challenge. Manufacturer recommended
procedures were followed for each of the commercial
kits evaluated, namely Extrap Soil DNA Kit Plus ver.2
(NIPPON STEEL Eco-Tech Corporation), FastDNA
SPIN Kit for Feces (MP Biomedicals), ISOSPIN Fecal
DNA Kit (Nippon Gene), MagAttract PowerMicrobiome
RNA/DNA EP Kit (Qiagen), MORA-EXTRACT kit
(Kyokuto Pharmaceutical), QIAmp PowerFecal Pro
DNA kit (Qiagen), and Quick DNA Fecal/Soil microbe
Miniprep Kit (Zymo Research). For protocol Q, IHMS’
SOP [18] was followed, using 300 mg of autoclaved 0.1-
mm Zirconia beads and the QIAamp DNA Stool Mini
Kit (Qiagen). For all protocols, except protocol O (see
below), bead-beating was performed using the FastPrep-
24 instrument (MP Biomedicals) at a speed of 6 m/s;
bead-beating regimes evaluated for the different kits are
provided in Table S4. If applicable, samples were kept
for 5 min at room temperature between bead-beating cy-
cles to prevent excessive heating of the sample. For
protocol O, bead-beating was performed in 2-ml deep
well plates using the TissueLyser II (Qiagen), for 2×10
min at a frequency of 20 Hz, followed by automated
DNA purification using the EpMotion M5073 liquid
handling system (Eppendorf). A detailed description of
our in-house protocol P is provided in the Supplemen-
tary Methods.

Sequencing, read processing and analysis
Unless stated otherwise, high-throughput sequencing
was performed with a NextSeq 500 instrument using
NextSeq 500/550 Mid Output Kit v2.5 (300 cycles,
2×151 bp reads). Base calling and demultiplexing were
performed off-board using Ilumina’s bcl2fastq software
v2.16.0.10 with default parameters; sequencing adapters
were not removed at this stage. Following demultiplex-
ing, reads were processed using BBMap’s v38.46 (avail-
able from https://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/)
clumpify.sh script to remove optical duplicates (parame-
ters dupedist=40 dedupe=t optical=t spany=t adjacent=
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t). Quality control of the reads was performed using
fastp v0.20.0 [35] and included trimming of sequencing
adapters and window-based quality trimming; parame-
ters were as follows: --trim_front1 5 --trim_front2 5
--trim_tail1 1 --trim_tail2 1 --cut_right --cut_right_win-
dow_size 4 --cut_right_mean_quality 18 --trim_poly_x
--poly_x_min_len 10 --n_base_limit 0 --low_complexity_
filter --length_required 75. Relevant statistics, such as
base content and PCR duplication levels, were extracted
from fastp’s json output files. For fecal samples, human
genomic reads were identified and removed with
BMTagger v3.101 [36] using human genome assembly
GRCh38 as reference. For the MOSAIC Standards Chal-
lenge, publicly available data in the January 2020 data re-
lease were downloaded (see “MOSAIC Standards
Challenge samples and public sequencing data”) and
processed as described above, unless stated otherwise in
Table S7.
For the mock communities, quantification of rela-

tive abundances was performed by pseudo-mapping
using kallisto v0.46.1 [27] with default settings, using
the chromosomal sequences of each strain as refer-
ences, based on its near-perfect accuracy as evaluated
using in silico generated data (Fig. S26). Transcripts
per million estimates generated by kallisto were used
for downstream analysis. Reads were also aligned to
the reference genome sequences using bowtie2 v2.4.1
[37], specifying options --no-unal --no-mixed --no-
discordant. Generated SAM files were processed using
samtools v1.10 [38], and fragment size distributions
and base call error profiles generated using BBmaps’s
reformat.sh script. Metagenome assembly was per-
formed by MEGAHIT v1.2.9 [39] with default set-
tings, and summary statistics for the assemblies
generated using QUAST v5.0.0 [40].
For the fecal samples, reads were annotated by

kraken2 v2.0.8 [41] against the GTDB_r89_54k_kra-
ken2 database [42], specifying options --confidence
0.05 --paired. The proportion of reads assigned to
each species was used as a proxy for taxonomic pro-
files. Alternatively, mOTUs2 v2.5.1 [43] was used to
generate OTU-level taxonomic profiles, with default
settings based on the default 10 single-copy marker
genes. If necessary, zero relative abundances were set
to 0.001% for compositional data analysis (see
below).

Data analysis
All data were imported into R v4.0.2 [44] for analysis
and visualization, using dplyr v1.0.2 [45] for data
handling and ggplot2 v3.3.2 [46] for visualization;
other R packages used are referenced as appropriate
below.

Calculation of compositional means, metric variances, and
Aitchison distances
Microbiome community compositions are given by a
vector x = [ x1, …, xD ] of D strictly non-negative ele-
ments representing the abundances of each part (species,
genes, …) in the community, subject to a total sum
constraint.
Following standard concepts and definitions [47, 48],

the central tendency (center or compositional mean) of
a compositional data set X = [ x1, …, xn ], where xj = [
x1,j, …, xD,j ] represents one of n individual composi-
tions, was calculated as the closed geometric mean:

cen Xð Þ ¼ clo g1;…; gD½ �

where gi is the geometric mean of the abundance of
part i across the n compositions and clo represents the
closure operation:

clo xð Þ ¼ κ∙
x1PD
i¼1xD

;…;
xDPD
i¼1xD

" #

where κ is the closure constant, usually set to 1 or
100%.
Dispersion of a compositional data set X is known as

the metric (or total) variance, denoted as mvar(X), and
can be calculated based on the variation matrix, denoted
as varmat(X), of all possible logratio variances:

varmat Xð Þ¼
var ln

x1
x1

� �
⋯ var ln

x1
xD

� �
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

var ln
xD
x1

� �
⋯ var ln

xD
xD

� �
0
BBB@

1
CCCA

mvar Xð Þ ¼ 1
2D

XD

i¼1

XD

j¼1
var ln

xi
x j

� �

For calculation, we used the functions variation and
mvar in the R package compositions v2.0 [49] to obtain
variation matrices and metric variances, respectively.
Based on the variation matrix, we also calculated the
contribution of each logratio variance to the metric
variance.
The distance between two compositions x = [ x1, …,

xD ] and y = [ y1, …, yD ] is known as the Aitchison dis-
tance (dA), calculated as:

dA x; yð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2D

XD
i¼1

XD
j¼1

ln
xi
x j
− ln

yi
y j

" #2vuut

This is equivalent to the Euclidean distance after cen-
tered log ratio (clr) transformation:
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clr xð Þ ¼ ln
x1
g xð Þ ;…; ln

xD
g xð Þ

� �

where g(x) is the geometric mean of the abundances
across parts of x. Accordingly, compositional principal
component analysis (PCA) was performed using R’s stats
prcomp function, after clr transformation of the abun-
dance data.

Performance metrics
Following ISO Standard 5725, accuracy of analytical
measurements and methods is defined as the closeness
of agreement of results to the accepted reference value
and consists of two components, namely trueness and
precision [20]. Trueness reflects the closeness of agree-
ment between the average of a large series of measure-
ments and the reference value. Precision reflects the
variability of measurement results and is evaluated at
three levels, namely repeatability, intermediate precision,
and interlaboratory reproducibility.
No consensus currently exists on how to quantify the

accuracy of microbiome community measurement re-
sults [15]. Recently, compositionality-aware methods
have been advocated as the statistically valid approach
for analysis of sequencing data [50]. In compositional
data analysis, distances between compositions are
expressed in terms of Aitchison distance (see definition
above) and the metric variance (see definition above)
captures total logratio variances. These metrics may
however be difficult to interpret and communicate with
intended users of our SOPs. Therefore, we defined add-
itional metrics that may be more intuitive and easier to
interpret.
More specifically, we computed the closeness of agree-

ment between two compositions x and y (for example,
measured and ground truth compositions) as the geo-
metric mean of the part-wise absolute fold-differences,
denoted as gmAFD:

gmAFD x; yð Þ ¼
YD
i¼1

e
ln

xi
yi

��� ��� !1
D

Here, accuracy was determined as the gmAFD of indi-
vidual measurement results to the ground truth and
trueness as the gmAFD of the compositional mean of
replicated measurements to the ground truth. We note
that while the gmAFD is not a compositional metric, it
is more intuitive and thus easier to interpret. Further,
within the scope of our data, gmAFD values were
strongly correlated with Aitchison distances (Fig. S27).
To express variability of measured compositions, we

calculated the quadratic mean of the part-wise coeffi-
cients of variation of measured abundances, denoted as
qmCV:

qmCV Xð Þ ¼
PD

i¼1 CV ið Þ2
D

 !1=2

where CVi represents the coefficient of variation of the
relative abundance of part i. As for the gmAFD, al-
though qmCV does not consider compositionality of the
data, we found that, for sufficiently small variances,
qmCV was proportional to the square root of the metric
variance, with a proportionality constant of D−1/2 (Fig.
S27).

Summarizing quantification bias due to genomic GC
content and fragmentation bias
To quantify GC bias, log2-transformed fold-differences
in measured abundances for each pair of strains in the
DNA mock community were regressed to their corre-
sponding differences in genomic GC content, using an
intercept-free linear model. The slope of the linear re-
gression model was interpreted as an overall measure of
GC bias, with negative slopes indicating overrepresenta-
tion of lower-GC genomes or strains. To summarize
fragmentation bias, Aitchison distances between ob-
served and expected base frequencies were calculated for
individual positions in the reads and subsequently aver-
aged. Expected base frequencies for the DNA mock
community were calculated from the reference genome
sequences.

Calculation of the limit of detection and limit of
quantification
The limit of detection (LOD) was determined by bino-
mial regression of species-wise probabilities of detection
to the species-wise mean relative abundance (log-trans-
formed) using a generalized linear model with comple-
mentary log-log (cloglog) link function. Fitting was
performed using the function glm in R’s stats package.
The LOD was defined as the fitted mean species relative
abundance corresponding to a fitted POD of 95%. In a
similar fashion, the limit of quantification (LOQ) was
calculated by regressing species-wise coefficients of vari-
ation of relative abundances to the species-wise mean
relative abundance with a negative exponential curve
[28], with the modification that the mean coefficient of
variation of the top 10% most abundant species was im-
posed as a lower plateau. Fitting was performed by non-
linear least squares regression using the function nls in
R’s stats package. The LOQ was defined as the fitted
mean species relative abundance corresponding to a fit-
ted coefficient of variation of 40%.

Distance-based analysis of variance
For analysis of the intermediate precision and interla-
boratory reproducibility studies, we used distance-based
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analysis of variance using a traditional one-way random
effects model. To obtain metric variances, between- and
within-group total sums of squares (TSSb and TSSw, re-
spectively) were calculated based on the squared Aitchi-
son distances:

TSSb ¼ n∙
Xp
i¼1

d2A cen Xið Þ; cen Xij
� �� �

TSSw ¼
Xn
j¼1

Xp
i¼1

d2A xij; cen Xið Þ� �

where n is the number of replicates within a group, p
is the number of groups (that is, lot+operator combi-
nations and laboratories for assessment of intermedi-
ate precision and interlaboratory reproducibility,
respectively), cen(Xi) and cen(Xij) are the group and
grand means (centers), respectively, and xij is meas-
urement j performed by group i. All subsequent cal-
culations followed standard ANOVA procedures [51],
as detailed in the Supplementary Methods. For simpli-
city, we used the function adonis in the R package
vegan v2.5 [52] to calculate the required sums of
squares, using the Euclidean distance based on clr
transformed abundance data. Finally, obtained vari-
ance components were converted to approximate
qmCVs based on the proportionality between metric
variances and qmCVs (see above).

Supplementary Information
The online version contains supplementary material available at https://doi.
org/10.1186/s40168-021-01048-3.
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